
  

 

October 2014 – Stocks on the Rollercoaster 

 

  

In October, volatility suddenly returned to the stock market after 3 years of gradual VIX decline. S&P 500 

made its way down by the biggest intraday plunge since 2011 on October 15 only to recover in the second 

half and touch the historical highs. 

 

Negative sentiment in the first half of the month was started by disappointing comments on TLTRO by 

Draghi, and by a steep drop in the German exports, which again deepened doubts about Europe’s future. 

As if this was not enough, following negative factors surfaced: concerns about global economy growth (IMF 

revision of forecasted GDP), Ebola spreading, and falling prices of energy, mainly oil. 

 

However, we were not too taken by these simple explanations and suspected that US Fed ending its 

quantitative easing program was lurking in the background. 

 

While reviewing this, we focused on several important questions, such as:  1. Is the high correlation 

between stock market and Fed’s balance sheet going to persist? 2. Is the reduction of the Fed balance 

sheet (currently above 25% GDP), going to happen and how will it affect the market? 3. Could Fed’s flow of 

cheap money and low lending cost have led to over-leveraging of US companies and artificial inflation of 

their earnings? 

 

Of course, the questions raised are by no means easy to answer, but after relatively deep analysis we have 

concluded following:  

1. Correlation of market and Fed’s balance sheet is far from causality. This is supported by the fact that 

most of the cheap money stayed at banks’ balance sheets as reserves. 

2. FED will probably be very cautious about cutting the fat from its balance sheet too fast. It even 

expressed its preference to keep its assets such as treasuries and commercial mortgages to 



maturity of some 10 years and longer. 

3. The leverage of non-financials has not changed significantly since the start of QE and interest 

expenses as a part of the EBIT remained flat supporting the view that corporate profit gains are 

driven by productivity gains. 

From all the above we concluded that we don’t believe that Fed’s exit poses a huge risk for stocks at the 

moment. Moreover, with current valuations we believe that the US market has room to grow. 

 

Quick recovery in the second half of the month somewhat confirmed our thesis by being fueled mostly by 

positive earnings surprises and actions of ECB and BoJ. 

 

This month we added 1.9% beating EU Enlarged 15 (-2.9%), DAX (-1.6%) and MSCI EM (-1.6%). We 

underperformed S&P 500 (2.3%) and NASDAQ (3.1%). During the month we stepped into SolarCity 

position as energy stocks in US plunged due to low oil prices. We believe that oil price does not affect US 

electricity price directly and thus SolarCity business. Our thought was confirmed by price reversal and we 

closed the position with 9.2% return. 
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